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HAT A fantastic start to the year the Johnston

Racing team have made! As documented

elsewhere in this issue, shrugging aside all the

doom and gloom which seems to surround the sport at the

moment, the yard assembled their highest total of winners for

any January campaign to date, and with win and placed strike

rates that would be the envy of most trainers.

Those of you who follow Mark’s Bletherings on the stable

website will know that January’s achievements have delighted

him.  Already he has posted three times about the

extraordinary success achieved.

His posts caught the eye of Lee Mottershead, who decided

to examine the issue of ‘trainer form’ and whether it really

exists in the Racing Post of January 29.

What struck me from reading his piece was the difference

in attitude between Mark and some of the trainers featured in

the article. One trainer mused that her horses seemed to step

up in form when the weather gets warmer. ‘Normally, we

would have had our winners in the summer,’ comments the

trainer, ‘at the end of which our horses would have peaked

and reached the limit of their handicap abilities. After that

they come back down the ratings through the rest of the year

and the cycle starts again.’

Another trainer, arguing that supposed trainer form depends

on how her horses are rated, states: ‘Horses go out of form.

You basically run them until they run into form, by which

point they’ve come down the handicap. We find with ours

they only win once they reach a certain level, but we don’t do

anything different.’ Whether it was intentional or not, both

comments seem to imply a passive approach to training,

simply waiting for the stable’s turn to enjoy success to come

around again.

Apart from pausing to note how dangerous these comments

are with regard to the prevalence of so much handicap racing

within the sport, compare these remarks with Mark’s thoughts

on being faced with the challenge of succeeding in his

business at a time when many owners are cutting back their

involvement in the sport. ‘When faced with a challenge,’ he

writes in Bletherings, ‘we must rise to that challenge with

attention to detail on which horses we run, where we run

them, and every other detail that makes a difference between

winners and losers.'

And that, ladies and gentlemen, is as neat a definition of

‘Always Trying’ as you could want, and a clear indication as

to why Mark Johnston has trained the winners of more races

than anyone else in British racing history.

Off the Bridle
by JOHN SCANLON

AKING NO apologies for sticking with the

theme of prize-money, it was sobering to read

some of the highlights (or rather lowlights)

emanating from the BHA’s release of industry statistics for

2020. There was a 42% drop in total prize-money from 2019

to 2020 (goodness knows what that will mean next time

someone calculates the average return to owners for every

pound invested in the sport); a 26% drop in the average prize-

money per race in the same period; and, just as the York

executive have cause to celebrate the Juddmonte International

being classed the best race in the world, prize-money for that

showpiece event fell back from £1m-plus in 2019 to £275,000

in 2020. The 2019 winner Japan won almost four times the

sum earned by Ghaiyyath in 2020. Yes, Covid-19 had a major

impact on these figures, but there are underlying issues which

the sport needs to address urgently.

New BHA Chief Executive Julie Harrington has now been in

post for a month. Her in-tray is no doubt daunting, but it

would be encouraging if we could hear from her on where her

priorities lie sooner rather than later.
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HOSE OF you who know my views on the

importance of improving prize-money in British

racing will understand how much I appreciated

reading these words in the Racing Post this month: ‘Despite

the challenging times we are facing, it’s very important we

put as much into prize-money as is viable, because prize-

money is the lifeblood of the industry. It funds the whole

sport and the money flows down to all the people who keep

the wheels of this important industry turning’.

Towards the end of my career in teaching, it became

fashionable for schools in my area to decorate communal

areas with inspirational quotes. Pupils were bombarded with

sayings from saints and philosophers, poets and presidents,

all trying to sell them the benefit of education. Even Dr

Seuss chipped in, with his encouragement for kids to read  –

‘The more you read, the more things you will know; the

more that you learn, the more places you’ll go!’ It’s hard to

know whether the children were inspired, but it certainly

stimulated classroom debate.

It occurs to me that one could do worse than to emblazon

the words of the above quotation about the importance of

prize-money on the walls of the BHA boardroom, in the

hope it would stimulate and focus the debate on prize-

money.

So who was it that made these remarks about the

importance of prize-money? Well it wasn’t Mark Johnston,

or Ralph Beckett. Or even John Gosden. Nor was it any of

the people who have been appointed to champion owners’

interests. In fact it was Bill Farnsworth, General Manager of

Musselburgh Racecourse, talking about the course’s need to

support prize-money for the course’s Edinburgh National.

It’s hard to argue with his sentiments.
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